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AI MARKETING TOOLS

1. MarketMuse
- Designed for businesses needing help in crafting optimized long-form content like

emails, sales copies, landing pages, or articles.

2. Phrasee

- Works by boosting the brand language used by companies in their copies. It can
generate a copy for emails, Instagram, Facebook, or even push notifications
using a natural language generation system together with a machine learning
algorithm.

3. Smartwriter.ai

- Assists in automating your email outreach. It generates a personalized email,
including a personal subject line to pique the interest of customers.

4. Optimove

- A customer data platform with AI-based marketing functions. It helps collect data
from different platforms to provide a unified view of all the information in one
dashboard.

5. Acrolinx

- Improves the quality of content, so it meets brand parameters. Big companies
like Google and Amazon, use this tool to make sure all their marketing content
aligns with their brand. You can set style, tone, and grammar, and even add in
company-specific wording. Its AI will go through the content and offer
suggestions for improvements.

6. GrowthBar

- Can suggest keywords, exact word count, links, images, and more. The tool is
capable of providing extensive backlinking as well as creating blog post content
outlines. There’s also a Chrome extension available.
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7. Brandwatch Consumer Intelligence

- Offers two main solutions in its suite: consumer intelligence and social media

management. These two solutions can be applied to an array of use cases that

include market research, brand management, content marketing, crisis

management, and influencer marketing.

8. InstaText

- Performs basic functions like grammar and spell checks but goes a step further
by rewriting sentences, so it reads better.

9. Grammarly

- Checks spelling and grammar in real-time online. However, you can also install it
as an extension for Google Chrome. More powerful functions like checking for
tone, clarity, and style are available in Premium and Business options.

10. Seventh Sense

- An email marketing campaign tool that ensures your emails get delivered at the
right time for each customer.

11. DeepL

- AI tool that translates documents and files into several popular languages of your
choosing. It not only translates the text word for word, but it adds subtle nuances
and words that some of the biggest translation tools like Google and Microsoft,
have difficulty grasping. The end result is a fluent text that is accurate and easy
to read.

12. Jasper.ai

- An advanced AI marketing tool intended to create high-quality ad copy, emails,
landing pages, articles, or social media posts.

13. Chatfuel

- Assists in automating FAQs as well as qualifying leads before they are directed to
a live sales agent if they are ready to purchase.
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14. MobileMonkey

- A multi-platform chatbot creator that enables businesses to easily manage their
marketing chat content with ease. It has a Unified Chat Inbox including a toolbox
of integrations for easy scaling of any campaign. They also offer InstaChamp, a
great marketing chatbot designed for IG businesses.

15. ManyChat

-Captures phone numbers and email addresses

16. Brand24

- Can keep track of positive and negative feedback about the company in real
time. It analyzes conversations about the brand, products, and competitors all
over the web.

17. Surfer SEO

- Designed to optimize blog posts, articles, and other copies

18. Frase.io

- Let you create SEO-optimized content better and faster. Once you enter a topic,
Frase automatically compares and pulls data from the top sites with the same
keyword. This artificial intelligence marketing tool then generates an SEO-friendly
outline, so you can write content that would rank higher on search results.

19. Smartly.io

- Allows for creative ad testing across multiple platforms

20. Emplifi.io

- Helps manage all of your social media profiles in one dashboard. You can use it
for tracking campaigns to see how they performed.

21. Hubspot AI

- Hubspot CRM's AI platform and new GPT-3 chat tools make it easy to optimize
content at scale, create new content, discover new leads, perform complex
reporting, and write Ogilvy-level marketing campaigns and emails.
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https://mobilemonkey.com/
https://manychat.com/
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22. GetResponse

- Can create engaging emails in record time with an AI-powered email generator.
Boost your email marketing with industry-optimized subject lines and content.

23. Durable

- Can generate a website, automate marketing, and manage finances.

24. Swag AI

- A tool that helps companies create unique and creative swag for their customers,
by using artificial intelligence to provide them with helpful tips and suggestions.
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https://emplifi.io/?utm_source=socialbakers.com
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AI PLAGIARISM CHECKER AND PARAPHRASER

1. Originality.ai
- Can scan an entire website for AI-generated content or plagiarism, and it can do

so in a cost-effective manner.
2. GPTRadar

- Can detect whether the content was written by a human or a machine by
analyzing text and performing certain calculations on metrics like perplexity and
burstiness.

3. GPTZero
- Uses the same technology that was used to develop ChatGPT, with the opposite

goal of detecting whether the content was written with AI.
4. Turnitin

- Designed for the Academia (students, instructors, publishers and researchers)
5. CopyLeaks

- Can detect whether the content was written with AI with 99.12 percent accuracy.
Even those created with ChatGPT.

6. ZeroGPT
- Free and reliable tool to detect AI plagiarism, like text written by ChatGPT,

Google BARD, or any other AI chatbot
7. Winston AI

- Analyzes a piece of content and recognizes with 94% accuracy whether the text
was created by an artificial intelligence or a human.

8. OpenAI Text Classifier
- Predicts how likely it is that a piece of text was generated by AI from a variety of

sources, such as ChatGPT.
9. CheckForAI

- Detect AI Written Text in Essays and Emails.
10. Trinka AI

- An online grammar checker and language correction AI tool for academic and
technical writing. Trinka finds difficult errors unique to academic writing that other
grammar checker tools don’t. From advanced English grammar errors to
scientific tone and style.

11.Quillbot Paraphraser
- Rewrite text for free.

12.Penelope AI
- Speed up writing with paraphrasing, summarizing and story generation

13.Rewriteit AI
- Rewrite with Confidence: Enhance Your Writing with AI Technology
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http://originality.ai
https://gptradar.com/
https://gptzero.me/
https://www.turnitin.com/
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https://penelopeai.com/
https://rewriteit.ai/


14.StudyCrumb
- Can reword your essay as many times as you want.

15.Better Synonyms
- A convenient way to find better synonyms for words in a specific context.

16.Rephraser AI
- Rephrase text using AI, with multiple options for the tone and style of the text.

17.Bearly
- Create summaries, outlines, & reword for research articles
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https://studycrumb.com/paraphrasing-tool
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AI NOTE TAKER

1. Fireflies
-An AI meeting assistant that uses NLP to eliminate the need for

note-taking during a meeting. Easily record, transcribe, and search across your
voice conversations on an intuitive-to-use platform.

2. Otter
-Does a great job at identifying speakers, showing live transcription, and creating

an AI outline/summary for longer meetings.

3. Supernormal
-An automatic note-taker that works seamlessly with Google Meet, Zoom, and

Teams.

4. MeetGeek
-Tool that can enter and record your Meet, Zoom, or Teams meetings using the

meeting invite link. You can also connect your calendar with MeetGeek and allow it to
auto-record your meetings.

5. Colibri
-Can automatically create time-stamped notes, detect topics, and extract

customer questions. During the meeting, you can highlight important snippets from the
live transcription to add to the notes.

6. Notes by Dubber
-A call recording software that allows businesses to record meetings, recall them,

and gain insights.

7. Instaminutes
-Can summarize your lengthy meetings into key takeaways almost instantly.

8. Sembly
-A smart tool that can generate meeting minutes and summaries, recognizing

risks, dates, events, and action items. What’s best is that you can give voice commands
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https://otter.ai/
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to Sembly during the meeting to add certain items to your notes, so you never miss any
important information.

9. Avoma
-Offers numerous features that ensure your meetings go smoothly. One of these

features is automatic meeting notes and action items.
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AI VIDEO GENERATORS

1. Pictory
- Can turn your blog post into an engaging video to be used for social media or

your website.

Main Features

· Video based on articles or scripts
· Edit videos using text
· Create shareable video highlight reels
· Automatically caption and summarize videos

2. Synthesia
- It enables you to quickly create videos with AI avatars. The platform includes

over 60 languages and various templates, a screen recorder, a media library, and
much more.

Main Features

· 70+ AI avatars
· 65+ languages
· A wide variety of video templates
· Free media library

3. Deepbrain AI
- Offers the ability to easily create AI-generated videos using basic text instantly

quickly and easily. Simply prepare your script and use the Text-to-Speech feature
to receive your first AI video in 5 minutes or less.

Main Features

· Easy find a custom-made AI avatar that best fits your brand.
· The Intuitive tool is designed to be super easy to use for beginners.
· Offers significant time savings in video preparation, filming, and

editing.
· Cost-saving in the entire video production process.

4. Synthesys
- Offers over 74 real “Humatars” and a voice bank of 254 unique styles. It also

offers full customization, an easy-to-use interface for editing and rendering, and
high-resolution output.
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https://pictory.ai?ref=f4nu1
https://www.synthesia.io/?via=zen
https://www.unite.ai/goto/deepbrain
https://www.unite.ai/goto/synthesys


Main Features

· 74 real Humatars
· 66+ languages and 254 unique styles
· Excellent tool for explainer videos, eLearning, social media, and

product descriptions
· Easy-to-use interface

5. Elai.io
- Can use to generate a professional video from the link to an article or a blog post

in just three clicks. You first copy and paste a blog post URL or HTML text before
choosing one of the templates from the library. All that’s left to do is review the
video, make any changes, and render and download it.

Main Features

· Generate videos at scale
· Create a video from a blog or article
· Over 60 languages and more than 25 avatars
· Training videos

6. InVideo
- Creates video from the input text, making it easy to create high-quality videos in

minutes. It offers various templates that are professionally designed and
animated.

Main Features

· No background in video creation is needed
· Video from input text in minutes
· Professionally designed templates
· Share straight to social media

7. Synths Video
- Relies on AI technology to generate natural-looking lip movements based on the

words in the text. Everything is automated from start to finish, so there is no need
for editing experience on your part.

Main Features

· Transform blog posts into videos
· Human avatars with over 40 selections
· Natural-looking lip movements
· Entire process automated
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8. Veed.io
- Create unique videos by customizing text, fonts, colors, music, and much more.

The platform also offers different themes so you can convey certain messages
through the videos.

Main Features

· Customize text, fonts, colors, music, and more
· Different themes
· Transcribe videos with one click
· No video editing experience required

9. Ebsynth
- A free software app that allows you to animate existing footage using just a few

styled keyframes. It is perfect for hand-drawn animations that typically would take
a long time to animate.

Main Features

· Auto-filling of filenames making it possible to drag directories of
images into the software

10.Vidon AI
- Quickly creates engaging social media videos with AI-driven scripting,

voiceovers, images, and subtitles, featuring one-click translations, auto-resizing,
and platform-specific formats through its partnership with ChatGPT.

Main Features

· Offers automated editing tools like object tracking, facial recognition,
text overlays, template-based content creation, and more.

11. TubeBuddy
- An AI sidekick that combs through your existing videos, cherry-picking the most

engaging bits for you to repurpose into YouTube Shorts.
12. Fliki

- Create videos from blog posts in 2 mins
13. Shuffll

- AI-powered video production platform for fast, personalized content creation.
14. Synthesys Studio

- Synthesys develops algorithms for text-to-voiceover and videos for commercial
use.

-
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https://www.veed.io/
https://ebsynth.com/
https://www.vidon.ai/?via=ffmedia
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https://synthesys.io/


15.AI Studios
- A platform by Deepbrain AI that enables users to create realistic AI videos

effortlessly.
16. Gen-2 by Runway

- An actual text to video model.
17.Hourone

- Create human-led AI video content in less than 15 minutes
18.Pollinations

- Create, explore, and share AI-generated content with Pollinations' API.
19.Creative Reality Studio (D-ID)

- AI-powered platform to create talking avatars from your vision in seconds.
20.Xpression Camera

- Transform into anyone/anything with a single photo, no processing time.
21.Reemix.co

- Transforming text prompts into captivating videos.
22.Typpo

- An AI-powered mobile application that allows users to create engaging videos in
seconds by simply speaking into their phone.

23.WOXO VidGPT
- Create Videos in Minutes with ChatGPT

24. Plazmapunk
- Generate Videos from Music using PlazmaPunk. If you want you can provide a

topic for the video. Simply upload your music file or record on the spot and
generate videos.

25.Creatus.AI
- An AI-powered platform designed for content creators to generate, manage, and

publish social media videos.
26.Oxolo.com

- An AI tool designed to create professional product videos for e-commerce stores,
websites, and social media pages.

27.Phenaki
- Generate videos that can be multiple minutes long straight from text. You can

also generate video from a still image and a prompt.
28.Kaiber.ai

- Kaiber.ai is an AI tool that animates photos and creates videos
29.Genmo AI

- An AI-powered video generation tool that transforms text into engaging videos.
30.Wonder Dynamics

- Combine AI technology with first-class storytelling.
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31.Movio
- Designed for quick and effortless professional-quality video creation.

32.Opus
- Create movies & games from text.

33.Steve AI
- Create live & Animated videos from text content for social media

34.Audiolabs
- Turn podcast into short-form videos ideal for Tiktok, YT Shorts and Reels

35. Designs AI
- Design with A.I. in 2 mins: logos, videos, banners, mockups.

36.FILM
- Generate frames between images to create animation (Interpolation).
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AI ART GENERATOR

1. Jasper Art
- Works by converting simple text inputs into images.

2. Night cafe
- Generates unique and original art using high-end algorithms.

3. Stable Diffusion
- Can generate images of utterly good quality. Experimenting with the

browser version is very easy, and it all comes at no cost.
4. Photosonic

- Widely used by bloggers and content creators generate images in two
modes: taking prompts as inputs and modifying the existing images. It
supports almost all styles ranging from realistic to cartoon-looking images.

5. DALL-E2
- Making news with its starkly realistic-looking image-generating

capabilities. The key features of the tool include highlighting a portion of
an image, changing the image with a prompt, etc. It can generate 4
different images for one prompt, varying from one another hugely.

6. Fotor GOArt
- Good at creating NFT Art. As requires no technical or programming

experience, it is good for amateur artists. The application comes with
10,000+ templates, a number large enough to find a perfectly suitable one
for your requirement. Because it is not a text-to-image generator it is
impossible to create unique images.

7. Deep Dream Generator
- It has three main styles to choose from. An image-to-image generator,

though makes images in a variety of styles, using this app is a bit clumsy
compared to other tools.

8. Artbreeder
- Creates multiple versions of the input image. It reportedly uses the latest

advancements in AI to turn images into animated figures. What makes it
unique is the fact that it combines text-to-art and art editor features into
one.

9. Runway ML
- Is like most other text-to-image generators but focused on creating

animations, particularly 3D animation models, and editing videos. One
can avoid using green screen technology to remove the background from
video clips. With this tool, one can collaborate with other editors and use
relative motion analysis to improve motion graphics.
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10. StarryAI
- A mobile app that works on both Android and iOS operating systems,

making it possible to make art on the go. It is entirely free and gives you
ownership of what you create.

11. Photosonic
- Allows you to enter a detailed prompt that will give you various images.

12. Midjourney
- An independent research group focused on expanding the powers of the

human imagination through AI art generation. The entire program is
hosted through a discord server that allows a community to share and
generate your content.

13. Pixelicious
- An online image-to-pixel art converter. It allows people to upload their

images and convert them into pixel art that can be used for game
development. After uploading the image, it will be processed and the user
can download the result.

14. PlayArti
- Create art easily by just clicking three buttons - selecting the character,

location and activity.
15. Fy! Studio

- Can turn your ideas into unique wall art. Just type in your ideas, and
they'll turn them into a never seen before piece of wall art.

16. Playground AI
- Use it to create art, social media posts, presentations, posters, videos,

logos and more.
17. Civitai

- The only Model-sharing hub for the AI art generation community. Free to
use, open source, and continually improving.

18. Background.lol
- Helps create beautiful wallpaper designs. Can choose from a range of

options such as anime, sunset, space, futuristic, forest, and world.
19. SketchPro AI

- Upload an image, enter the description for the image and enter tags of the
image to get sketches.

20. InstantArt.io
- A revolutionary new platform for AI-generated art perfect tool for artists,

designers, and creators of all levels.
21. Dreamlike.art

- Create endless original images, modify existing ones, and more.
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22. Mage
- Free, fast & unfiltered Stable Diffusion, the text-to-image AI.

23. Artflow ai
- Lets you create your own, unique Animated Stories with original

characters using assets generated with AI.
24. Neural.love Art Generator

- Can create a stunning masterpiece by throwing 2-3 words to AI.
25. Clipdrop

- Can easily upscale images up to 2x or 4x within seconds
26. Openart

- Can browse & search for art and prompts from DALL·E 2, Midjourney,
Stable Diffusion, and create images from text prompts.

27. Openart
- Can browse & search for art and prompts from DALL·E 2, Midjourney,

Stable Diffusion, and create images from text prompts.
28. Dreamlike.art

- Create endless original images, modify existing ones, and more.
29. Lexica

- A search engine for images and hints generated by artificial intelligence.
30. Astria

- Offers a custom AI image generator that allows users to experiment,
modify, and fine-tune their super-specific creative concepts.

31. Aiart.dev
- AI-generated art platform for creating stunning visuals and music.

32. ChilloutAI
- Use Midjourney API to create pictures in browser for free.

33. Animated Drawings
- Bring children's drawings to life with Animated Drawings.

34. Background.lol
- Create AI wallpapers in seconds!

35. AI Art Apps Database
- AI Art resources, tools & inspiration for designers & engineers.

36.Vana Portrait
- Create a unique self-portrait.
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AI AUDIO EDITING

1. Krisp
- Removes background noise and echo from meetings, leaving only

human voices. Has features like noise & echo cancellation, widget,
insights and call summary.

2. Adobe Podcast
- Provides 2 free quick tools to enhance audio for your content. Enhance

speech- Enhance speech by removing all background noise and echo.
Mic Check - Unlock quality sound from your microphone.

3. Castmagic
- Turn podcast audio into ready-to-use content. Upload mp3 and instantly

get: - Summaries, bios, key topics & chapter breakdowns - Meaningful
quotes, hooks & timestamps - Ready-to-post blog and social content.

4. Voiceful.io
- Can generate AI speech, AI singing, and AI voice morphing from the text.

5. Noise Eraser
- Noise reduction tool that helps people make their voices clearer. With just

one click, people can get a professional audio effect for their videos.
6. Koolio.ai

- Can transcribe audio, auto-select sound effects or music and perform
audio operations and manipulations easily.

7. Voicemod
- A funny & scary voice changer app. A voice transformer and modifier with

effects that makes you sound like a girl or a robot
8. Cleanvoice AI

- Artificial intelligence removes filler sounds, stuttering, and mouth sounds
from your podcast or audio recording.

9. FineVoice
- This multifaceted tool transforms your audio content with a voice library

and user-friendly editing, all while transcribing and recording with
precision and speed.

10. Riverside Audio Transcription
- Its free drag-and-drop transcription tool uses advanced AI from OpenAI to

transcribe audio or video files in over 100 languages, with a user-friendly
interface capable of processing hour-long interviews in less than 2
minutes.
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11.Audo
- It rapidly enhances audio by eliminating background noise, reducing

echoes, and adjusting volume, providing great results for a wide range of
users.

12.Lalal AI
- Cutting-edge vocal removal and music source separation tool that allows

for quick and accurate extraction of vocals, backing, and different
instruments from any audio or video.

13.Adobe Enhance Speech
- AI-powered audio filter designed to improve spoken audio recordings

14.Ai|coustics
- Transform Your Audio Content: Elevate Speech Quality to Studio-Level

with Ease.
15.Vocal Remover

- Transform Your Audio Content: Elevate Speech Quality to Studio-Level
with Ease.

16.Beatoven.ai
- Create AI-generated music for videos & podcasts based on mood.

17.Audio Strip
- Isolate vocals/instruments for free!
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AI MUSIC GENERATION

1. Beatoven.ai
- Uses advanced AI music generation techniques to compose unique

mood-based music to suit every part of your video or podcast.
2. Riffusion

- Generates music from text prompts.
3. Boomy

- Creates original songs in seconds, even if you've never made music
before.

4. Endel
- Make personalized soundscapes to help you focus, relax, and sleep.

5. Natural Language Playlist
- AI generated mixtapes and playlists. Enter a sentence as a prompt and

get back a list of songs curated by AI!
6. Songtell

- The first ever AI-generated song meanings repository with over 20000
song meanings generated.

7. Amper
- Help people create and customize original music. They also provide an

API that you can use to create your own products.
8. Soundful

- Empowers creators to generate royalty free tracks at the click of a button.
The quality of Soundful music is so rich, you won’t believe it was made
with AI.

9. Landr
- Has over $3000 worth of plugins, samples and essentials tools. Upload a

track and let their AI-driven mastering engine do the rest.
10.Soundraw

- Simply choose the mood, the genre and the length. Their AI will generate
beautiful songs for you.

11.Harmonai
- A community-driven organization releasing open-source generative audio

tools to make music production more accessible and fun for everyone
12.SongR

- Generate fully-produced custom songs from just a simple text prompt.
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13.Artificial Intelligence Songwriter
- Generate original lyrics with an AI songwriting tool for various topics and

moods.
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AI LEGAL ASSISTANT

1. Humata AI
- Upload a PDF and get answers from it. Create Reports 100X Faster.

Understand Technical Documents 100X Faster. Analyze Legal
Documents 100X Faster.

2. DoNotPay
- Home of the world's first robot lawyer. Fight corporations, beat

bureaucracy and sue anyone at the press of a button.
3. AI Lawyer

- Can get expert legal advice and document
creation/summarizing/comparison tools.

4. Legalese Decoder
- Designed to take a legal document as input and output a version of the

document that is written in plain language.
5. Ask AI Lawyer

- Free legal AI advice within 5 minutes.
6. PatentPal

- Generative AI for Intellectual Property.
7. Detangle.ai

- AI-generated summaries of legal docs to help you understand them.
8. Activazon

- Crime report analytic service for informed residents & visitors.
9. Spellbook

- Draft contracts 3x faster with AI-powered Spellbook and GPT-3.
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GENERAL AI WRITING TOOLS

1. Jasper
- Create your blogs, articles, book, scripts, and any other content.

2. Copy AI
- Helps eliminate writer’s block with its many automated creativity tools. It

also offers a wide range of AI-created templates to help you get started
on your project.

3. Sudowrite
- Helps you generate content, rewrite existing content into something new,

elaborate on something when you need more words, and brainstorm
ideas. It’s one of the best ai content generator software and is
user-friendly.

4. Rytr
- Can produce unique and compelling articles with the right tone and style,

while also being grammatically correct.
5. Chibi AI

- Includes helpful tools that writers need such as rewriting, shortening,
expanding, and changing the tone of the selected text. You’re able to
select a “creativity mode” where the overall tone of the generated content
changes.

6. Monica
- Personal Al assistant for effortless chatting and copywriting.

7. Notion AI
- Unlock AI-powered magic in Notion to write faster and think bigger.

8. GPT3 Playground
- OpenAI's GPT3 Playground

9. Moji Writing Assistant
- Create better content faster and with less effort.

10.Analogenie
- Generate analogies, explain concepts, improve arguments, help readers

understand.
11.Glasp

- Highlight & organize web quotes and access like-minded people's
learning.

12.Grammarly
- Grammarly's new AI-powered application provides suggestions too.
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13.Penelope AI
- Speed up writing with paraphrasing, summarizing and story generation.

14.Grammar Checker
- Free Grammar Checker for essays and research papers.

15.Free Blog Post Generator
- High quality blog post with unique headline, image & tags.

16.Optimin
- Generates creative titles for content.

17.Poemacrostic
- Personalized acrostic poem generator.

18. Imagetocaption.ai
- Generate relevant captions for images effortlessly with AI.

19.UndetectableGPT
- Bypass AI detectors while writing better than everyone.

20.SEO Web Search
- AI-powered blog post creation in multiple languages.

21.Textero AI
- Overcome writer's block with AI-powered academic writing assistance

22.Samwell AI
- AI essay writer, assistant, and plagiarism-free content creator

23.Rewriteit AI
- Rewrite with Confidence: Enhance Your Writing with AI Technology.

24.Microsoft 365 Copilot
- Works alongside you, embedded in the Microsoft 365 apps you use every

day — Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Teams and more — to unleash
creativity, unlock productivity and uplevel skills.

25.GPTionary
- A new-generation thesaurus to break language barriers.

26.NeuroSpell
- Deep Learning based spelling and grammar auto-corrector.

27.Wordtune
- Improve your writing and summarize long documents with Wordtune.

28.Writely
- Making the art of writing accessible to all. Whether you need to cut down

on your words, elaborate further or simply rephrase a sentence, Writely
can help!

29.LanguageTool
- A free online proofreading service offering a wide range of features for

grammar and spelling checks in over 30 languages.
-
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30.WebCopilot
- AI-assisted writing to speed up your Notion pages creation

31.Text Generator Plugin
- Use Text Generator to generate ideas, attractive titles, summaries,

outlines, and whole paragraphs based on your knowledge database.
32.Compose

- A free Chrome extension that automates writing using AI technology.
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AI SEO WRITING TOOLS

1. Surfer
- Can create SEO-optimized content, crawl the web for content ideas, and rank

quickly in Google.
2. GrowthBar

- Includes a full, interactive document editor with space for you to optimize your

content, pull in suggested content and media, and real-time SEO content writing.
3. WriteSonic

- Can generate unique content based on your preferences and needs. The
software also helps you by providing pre-written content, which you can use as

an outline for your own writing.
4. Scalenut

- A writing processing tool that automates content creation. Its AI writing algorithm
combines SEO and NLP techniques to help you create engaging content and

boost your page rankings.
5. Outranking

- Helps you plan your content strategy from end to end. It helps you come up with
ideas, executes them, optimizes your content, track its performance, and helps
you improve your content over time.

6. Neuraltext
- AI copywriting tools will let you create effective copy for your campaigns,

generating dozens of variations. It has more than 50 ready-to-use templates.
7. LongShot

- Helps create helpful blogs that rank on Google.
8. Moonbeam

- Will give you everything you need to write killer long-form content.
9. SheetAI.app

- Can transform text instructions into a Google Sheet formula quickly. Has use
cases in generating programmatic SEO content, personalized emails and many
more.

10.Article Fiesta
- Helps create articles for your website or blog. All you need to provide is your

keyword.
11.VidIq

- Designed to help YouTube creators find topics and keywords for their videos.
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12.SEO GPT
- Include Google-friendly titles and descriptions, pass AI detection, natural

language content and analysis of page content.
13.Copymatic

- Automatically write unique, engaging and high-quality copy or content: from
long-form blog posts or landing pages to digital ads in seconds.

14.SEO.app
- The world's first and only patented ChatGPT plugin for SEO. Connect to

ChatGPT and enjoy multilingual optimization, laser-focused localization, boosted
reach and conversions, breezy content marketing, and a firm factual stance in
our post-truth world.

15. InLinks
- Automates internal links, implements schema markup, and performs intelligent

content audits. InLinks has helped many professionals rethink their approach to
content, resulting in better SEO results.

16.AIPRM
- Comes with curated prompts to help SEO professionals optimize their websites

and boost rankings on search engines.
17.Detect GPT

- Detect if webpage content is AI-generated.
18.CheckForAI

- Detect AI text in essays/emails w/ Open AI & proprietary models.
19.Jenni

- Designed to enhance writing speed and accuracy with a range of features.
20.Mentioned

- Automated influencer outreach & link building.
21.Aiter.io

- An AI-powered tool designed to assist entrepreneurs, copywriters, and marketers
with their marketing tasks. By simply entering your website, Aiter generates text
ads, strategy ideas, and content for your product in an instant.

22.EVOLV
- An AI-powered New Tab Chrome extension, built for Marketers.

23.SeoTools
- Helps identify technical SEO issues, improve website health and performance,

and enhance ranking on major search engines.
24.AutoWrite App

- Helps identify technical SEO issues, improve website health and performance,
and enhance ranking on major search engines.
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25. Optimo
- AI powered marketing tasks for smart marketers.

26.Copyleaks
- AI-based text analysis to help create and protect original content

27.Harpa.ai
- A Chrome Extension and NoCode RPA platform designed to automate web tasks

and save time and money.
28.Writey AI

- Most advanced language A.I. First true free plagiarism A.I with original and
researched content.

29.CTRify
- AI-Powered SEO Platform to boost SERPs rankings & organic CTR.
- researched content.

30.BlogNLP
- Free AI blog writing tool to create original content quickly & easily.
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AI COPYWRITING TOOLS

1. CopyAI
- Ability to create: digital ad copy, social media content, website copy, eCommerce

copy, blog content, and sales copy.
2. Neural Text

- A platform that uses machine learning to generate text automatically.
3. Peppertype

- An excellent tool for writers looking for assistance in their writing process without
having to spend time learning how to use it themselves.

4. Frase
- A copywriting tool for long-form writing. It has many different features that make it

a powerful content-creation tool. The AI Writer, however, is an add-on feature.
5. Closers Copy

- An AI writing software that does not use GPT-3, a machine learning model that
many of the other solutions favor. According to their website, “These models are
not trained to write marketing copy. Fortunately, our models are! Using our AI
gets you REAL marketing copy that sells your products and services. And
because we own this technology, you don’t run into content filters, restrictions, or
limits.”

6. Jounce AI
- An easy-to-use, AI-powered copywriting solution that helps create professional,

effective content. Its most unique feature is its document editor with built-in AI
templating.

7. Tugan
- Generative marketing tool that redefines content creation, transforming URLs into

sales or email copy, and offering an efficient alternative to writing from scratch.
8. Netus AI

- Fine-tune paraphrasing with your own voice while bypassing plagiarism & AI
detection. Integrate cutting-edge technology for efficient, high-quality content
generation.

9. Ghost Writer
- Hire dead authors to write in a variety of styles - generate stories or content from

scratch or rephrase your work quickly and make it remarkable.
10. QuickPen ai

- 60+ templates for unique, high-quality content creation across blogs, ads, emails,
and websites, with versatile, plagiarism-free output and improved search
rankings.
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11. Rephrase
- Improve your writing and meet specific writing requirements by using one of

seven different types of rephrasing in ProWritingAid's newest AI tool. Easily add
sensory language, and enhance structure and vocabulary.

12. Crear AI
- Transforming thoughts into snappy captions, blog posts, and more at lightning

speed.
13. Casper AI

- A Chrome extension that helps you generate summaries, simplify complex topics,
and make work more manageable.

14. GetGenie
- An AI-powered WordPress plugin that allows users to perform multiple tasks

such as keyword analysis, SERP competitor analysis, blog post and sales copy
writing, title variation generation, meta description creation, introductory
paragraphs creation and social media copy writing.

15.MagickPen
- Intelligent writing assistant for drafting articles, generating content ideas, and

exploring various content styles.
16.SudoWrite

- Write faster by providing artificial intelligence. Get your novel or
screenplay written with a data-driven muse.

17.Anyword
- Tell the AI what to do in each section of your blog post and it will do exactly as

you say.
18.Simplified

- Write quality content for blogs, articles, ads, products and websites in just a few
clicks. Create content that converts with 50+ templates.

19. Text Cortex
- Generate copy for marketing, sales, and websites in a matter of seconds.

Leverage cutting-edge AI technology to save on outsourcing costs and speed up
your writing process.

20. Mooonbeam
- Provides you with insights (and content) to produce the best content on the topic.

21.Bertha AI
- Craft messages that resonate with your customers and drive conversions.

Automate the process of generating content and integrate directly with
WordPress or any other content management system.
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22. Paragraph AI
- Offers you all the assistance you need and helps you write better content by

making suggestions, editing and proofreading your work.
23.ChatGPT Writer

- A free Chrome extension that uses artificial intelligence to generate entire emails,
messages, and sales pitches on your behalf.

24.Alfie
- From generating titles to giving feedback on drafts, Alfie can help you create

content faster and more efficiently.
25.Flowrite

- Designed to make you more efficient and effective at sending emails.
26.Compose AI

- A free Chrome extension that uses AI-powered autocompletion and text
generation to help users save time and automate their writing

27.PromptLayer
- Track, debug, and replay old completions of the ever-important AI prompts

(maintain a log of their prompts and OpenAI API requests - prompt engineering is
the future so this will be a huge timesaver)

28. Writecream
- Can instantly produce creative, attention-grabbing and amusing scripts for a

variety of needs, including social media, sales pages, and more.
29. Easy-Peasy.AI

- AI copywriting tools to help you tell your story in the most engaging way.
30. Cohesive

- The most powerful AI editor that amplifies your creativity and productivity.
31. Cohesive

- The most powerful AI editor that amplifies your creativity and productivity.
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AI ARTICLE GENERATOR

1. Article Forge
- An article generator that automatically generates content for a specific

topic or keyword.
2. Hypotenuse AI

- Designed to make brands and businesses that sell products have an
easier time doing so.

3. Ink for All
- AI Writing software that allows you to “communicate with purpose” as

their website says. It functions as both a text editor and a browser
extension.

4. Copysmith
- Helps users generate content for their blog or website. It also provides an

easy way to share and promote content that has already been created.
5. AI Writer

- Offers an AI writing assistant for content creators to generate content
ideas at scale. The platform offers different kinds of writing services,
including content writing and blog writing.
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AI WRITING APPS AND BROWSER EXTENSIONS

1. Paragraph AI
- The first and only GPT AI writing app and keyboard extension to generate

text, email, and more – in your voice – everywhere you write.
2. QuillBot

- One of the most comprehensive writing tools out there. It’s extremely
useful for academic writing and creating an outstanding scientific paper.

3. Wordtune
- Offers both a browser extension and a long-form document editor to write

compelling copy. It’s a perfect AI novel writing software option for those
who want to self-edit and write more clearly.

4. Hyperwrite.ai
- A free Chrome extension that helps you write faster by giving ideas to

write as you type. It’s very much like what Gmail is doing with their emails,
where you get automatic suggestions on what to type, but this would be
for everything you write.

5. Grammarly
- A writing assistant that helps you perfect your post content, so it looks as

sharp as possible.
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SOCIAL MEDIA AI TOOLS

1. Vista Social
- One-stop shop for social scheduling, engagement, analytics, listening,

review management, and AI marketing tools.
2. ChatGPT

- Has an AI-powered natural language processing technology. Savvy social
media marketers can use it as a brainstorming tool, a customer complaint
responder, or even create funny jokes for their next social media post.

3. Shutterstock.AI
- Identifies and analyzes data points from 600 billion images and seven

thousand brands to find the perfect image that resonates with your target
audience. This means you can quickly find the perfect image for your post
or ad, based on trends in user behavior, brand preferences, and more.

4. Murf
- A social media tool that uses AI-generated voiceovers to give your

content a professional-sounding edge.
5. BuzzSumo

- Uses search queries to scour the web for content on topics related to your
business and then reports back with its success based on social
engagement, evergreen score, and backlinks.

6. Sensei
- An AI and machine learning technology built on the Adobe platform.

7. Canva
- Made graphic design accessible to people with no design experience.

8. AutoDraw
- An AI-powered drawing tool designed to help anyone make amazing

visuals quickly and easily.
9. Microsoft Designer

- An alternative to Canva that can be used to create items like signs,
invitations, logos, social media posts, website banners, and much more.

10.Followr
- Streamlines social media management with AI-powered scheduling,

content creation, and analytics for optimized engagement across multiple
social media platforms.

11.Analisa
- Analisa's Instagram and TikTok AI-analytics tools provides insights into

the performance of users' social media accounts, including follower
growth, post engagement, and influencer identification.
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12.Social Champ AI Suite
- A social media scheduling platform with ChatGPT-powered AI tools for

content generation, image creation, sentiment analysis, and online
reputation management.

13. Typefully
- Typefully's Vesper is revolutionizing Twitter content creation with its

AI-powered assistance, offering personalized ideas, writing support, and
feedback to elevate your tweets and audience engagement.

14.Gummysearch
- Offers an AI pattern finder to help businesses market their products on

Reddit. The tool allows businesses to quickly analyze multiple Reddit
posts and comments to identify trends that are relevant to their business.

15.Glasp
- Social web highlighter. Stay up to date on the web and teach your AI

models how to learn from what you like.
16.TweetMonk

- Write better tweets, grow your audience, and improve your Twitter
presence. Tweetmonk's easy-to-use editor, AI-powered writing tools,
powerful analytics, and daily inspiration prompts destroy writer's block.
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AI LIFE ASSISTANT

1. Dream Interpreter
- Discover the hidden meanings behind your dreams

2. ChatABC
- A better ChatGPT with features like team collaboration, prompt library,

never-down service and so much more.
3. Roamaround

- Friendly AI Travel Planner
4. ProductBot

- Decide what to buy on Amazon and get recommendations based on your
preferences.

5. PPLEGPT
- Your AI gym-bro. Generate your next workout in seconds

6. Gita GPT
- AI chatbot that uses Bhagavad Gita references to answer questions.

7. WTF Does This Company Do?
- Explains a landing page using just the domain.

8. Where To
- Find interesting and fun places to visit

9. Maps GPT
- Quickly find and explore interesting places near them

10.Yoodli AI
- AI speech coach helps you improve your communication skills with

feedback
11.GymGenie

- Create custom workout routines based on individual gym goals
12.WatchNow

- Movie and Show Recommendations by AI
13.ChefGPT

- AI-powered recipe recommendations based on various inputs.
14.Woebot Health

- AI-powered mental health ally backed by clinical research.
15.Find Your Next Book

- Get personalized book recommendations from thousands of titles.
16.Recipes By AI

- Get a tailored recipe based on a list of ingredients, powered by AI
17.GPTGO

- ChatGPT combined with Google search
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18.AgentGPT
- Deploy Autonomous AI Agents with AgentGPT's Innovative Tool

19.Microsoft Bing
- Ask real questions. Get complete answers. Chat and create.

20.Venngage
- Create unique and personalized Valentine card ideas and designs

21.Facial Assessment Tool
- Use ML to analyze your face and get cosmetic suggestions.

22.Soofy
- AI language-learning app with a focus on practice and real-life scenarios.

23.Rewind AI
- MacOS app to find anything you've seen, said, or heard, private by

design.
24.Replika

- AI companion who listens, talks & cares, always on your side.
25.Prodigy AI

- AI-powered GPT Career Coach for devs to get personalized career
advice and guidance.

26.Tuliaa
- Helps you improve your emotional awareness by putting a name to the

emotions you are experiencing and learning ways to cope with them.
27.TalkPal

- The Most Efficient Way to Learn a Language Using AI
28.ChatGPT Sidebar

- AI & you work side by side on any page
29.Nutraiplan

- Create a customized meal plan in a matter of seconds
30.Quickreplai.com

- Use AI to get quick and efficient responses to all your messages.
31.Sheldon AI

- It can write emails, write code, debug, show excel formulas etc.
32.ConsumerAI

- Type in any problem you face - find a product which solves it.
33.Mechanic For A Chat

- Enjoy fast, reliable, and expert assistance for your car problems
34.LiveAI Bot

- Have access to a powerful chatbot that works 24/7 to keep your
community engaged and active.

35.ChatGenius
- A GPT-based AI chatbot app designed for smart and seamless

conversations.
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https://agentgpt.reworkd.ai/
https://www.bing.com/new
https://venngage.com/tools/valentines-day-card-maker
https://qoves.com/facial-assessment-tool/
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https://www.rewind.ai/
https://replika.com/
https://ai.prodi.gg/
https://tuliaa.com/
https://talkpal.ai/
https://chatgpt-sidebar.com/
https://nutraiplan.com/
http://quickreplai.com
https://www.heysheldon.com/
https://consumerai.deeprose.eu/
https://mechanic.fora.chat/
https://t.me/chatlive_ai_bot
https://chatgenius.tech/


36.Welma
- Uses AI to simplify complex sentences and paragraphs, making them

easy to understand. Whether you're reading an academic paper, a news
article, or even a novel.

37.Glow AI
- Your personalized skincare solution

38.ExperAI
- Have a conversation with an AI generated expert.

39.Network AI
- Connect with industry professionals

40.Onesta
- Ask AI financial questions & browse advisor database to uncover info.

41.HowToReplyTo
- AI helps craft creative, unique replies to any message.

42.Photor AI
- Present the best version of yourself with advanced image recognition

43.LangoTalk
- Learn 6 languages 6x faster with AI chat.

44.Coach Marlee
- AI coach using science-based methods to help everyone achieve

success.
45.TinyWow

- Collection of utility tools
46.Looria

- Looria helps you find the best products for your needs and budget.
47.Resume Worded

- Get tailored feedback on your resume and LinkedIn profile.
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https://m64.in/
https://www.glowai.xyz/
https://www.experai.com/
https://www.wonsulting.com/networkai
https://www.onestafinance.com/
https://howtoreplyto.com/
https://photor.io/photoscore
https://www.langotalk.org/
https://www.fingerprintforsuccess.com/for-individuals
https://tinywow.com/
https://www.looria.com/
https://resumeworded.com/index.php


CHATGPT ALTERNATIVES

1. Google Bard
- Currently available to a few ‘trusted testers‘ for now. There have also

been no statements made by Google to integrate Bard into the company’s
search engine, but the company plans to add new AI-powered features to
Google Search

2. Microsoft Bing
- The revamped search engine is powered by an upgraded model of

ChatGPT which the company is calling its new “Prometheus model.” MS
claims the new model is faster and more accurate than ever before.

3. DialoGPT
- One of the newest and quite expansive ChatGPT alternatives that has

been making the rounds lately. It has been built on top of ChatGPT, and
hence, inherits its vast potential. However, this AI chatbot comes backed
by more features and broader knowledge as it can access the Internet,
which is something the former still can’t do.

4. Jasper Chat
- Based on GPT 3.5, among more language models, and has OpenAI as its

partner. However, unlike ChatGPT, which can effectively be used by
anyone, JasperChat has been built for businesses like advertising,
marketing, and such.

5. Character AI
- Based on neural language models and has been trained from the ground

up with conversations in mind. However, what sets Character apart is that
users get to choose from various personalities instead of interacting with
a single AI chatbot.

6. YouChat
- Capable of holding conversations with full access to the Internet. This

connectivity means the bot stays up to date with the latest information,
and hence, delivers accurate answers not only in chat but alongside
search results too.

7. OpenAI Playground
- This web-based tool works like ChatGPT but provides much more

advanced options, including the ability to select a specific language model
to experiment with.
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https://blog.google/technology/ai/bard-google-ai-search-updates/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/bing?ch&form=MA13FJ
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/DialoGPT-medium?text=Hi
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https://beta.character.ai/
https://youchat.com/
https://platform.openai.com/playground


8. Perplexity AI
- Offers ChatGPT-like functionality, including the ability to hold

conversations and provide simple to nuanced responses. However, unlike
ChatGPT, Perplexity even cites the sources it is using to answer your
queries. While the ability to see the source material is nice, it also opens
the AI up to accidental plagiarism.

9. Caktus AI
- The first-ever educational artificial intelligence tool that lets students

automate their homework so they can focus on other tasks.
10.Github Copilot

- Helps programmers by suggesting and completing code and entire
functions in real time.

11.Replika
- Has been used by millions of people around the globe, not just as a way

to chat but to develop deep relationships with it.
12.Chai AI

- A service that lets users talk to a variety of chat AIs from around the
world. It is similar to Character AI but is more expansive and developed.

13.Neeva AI
- You can ask it for recipes, food ideas, gifting ideas, and basically anything

else, and get answers without having to go through multiple search
results. It even cites its sources in the summary, so you can easily visit
the links if you want to delve deeper into an answer.

14.Chinchilla AI
- Currently not available for public use. So users who want this ChatGPT

alternative will have to wait a while for access.
15.Tome

- An AI-powered storytelling platform that weaves together a presentation
based on your prompts using GPT-3.

16.LaMDA (Language Model for Dialog Applications)
- Available for testing on Google's AI Test Kitchen. You need to register

yourself and join the waitlist to download the app on Android or iOS.
17.Socratic

- Was built for students so they can simply type in their school queries and
get a human-like response, complete with fun illustrations to better
explain things.

18.Megatron-Turing Natural Language Generation
- Can carry out tasks like reading comprehension, word sense

disambiguation, completion prediction, natural language inferences,
commonsense reasoning, etc. However, the pricing structure can only be
found once you submit your collab request with them.
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https://www.perplexity.ai/
https://www.caktus.ai/
https://github.com/features/copilot
https://my.replika.com/
https://www.chai-research.com/
https://neeva.com/
https://gpt3demo.com/apps/chinchilla-deepmind
https://beta.tome.app/
https://blog.google/technology/ai/lamda/
https://socratic.org/
https://developer.nvidia.com/megatron-turing-natural-language-generation


19.CoPilot
- One of the best websites like ChatGPT that offers multi-language coding

support.
20.Tabnine

- With the ability to host and train your own AI models, you can keep code
secure on your corporate servers.

21.Amazon Codewhisperer
- With the ability to host and train your own AI models, you can keep code

secure on your corporate servers.
22.Elsa Speak

- Was created utilizing voice recordings of people speaking English with
many different accents. This enables ELSA to identify the vocal patterns
of those who don't have a native level of proficiency, giving it an edge
over most other voice recognition programs.

23.Bloom
- Capable of generating text in a total of 46 languages and 13 programming

languages which are incredibly similar to something a human would write.
24.DeepL Write

- Provides users with grammar corrections and presents helpful
suggestions and recommendations on style, tone, phrasing, and word
choice to improve overall writing.

25.Elicit
- Primarily utilized by researchers and students to track down relevant

papers to cite and get an idea of future research avenues.
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https://github.com/features/copilot
https://www.tabnine.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/codewhisperer/
https://elsaspeak.com/en/
https://bigscience.huggingface.co/blog/bloom
https://www.deepl.com/en/write
https://elicit.org/


IMAGE EDITING AND GENERATOR

1. Photo AI
- A revolutionary artificial intelligence tool for generating photorealistic

images in various settings.

2. Magic Studio
- Create stunning visuals in seconds

3. Imagecolorizer
- Colourize Black and White photos with stunning accuracy.

4. Pebblely
- An AI-based image curation platform designed to help users find the

perfect images for their projects.

5. Cleanup.pictures
- Remove any unwanted objects from photos

6. Palette.fm
- Colorize B&W pics automatically

7. Getimg.ai
- AI-powered tools to create, modify, and expand images.

8. Erase.bg
- Freely remove background from images and download high-res versions.

9. Green Screen AI
- Change background of pics with AI

10.BgSub
- Remove or replace backgrounds from images with automatic color

compensation.

11.WatermarkRemover.io
- Get rid of the watermarks from your images.

12.Pixelhunter
- An AI-powered image resizer for social media that optimizes images for

various platforms.

13.Paint By Text
- Edit your photos using written instructions, with the help of an AI.

14.Midjourney Splitter
- Split Midjourney Grid into single images, download/share on social

networks.
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https://photoai.com/
https://magicstudio.com/
https://imagecolorizer.com/
https://app.pebblely.com/signup
https://cleanup.pictures/
http://palette.fm
http://getimg.ai
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https://pixelhunter.io/
https://paintbytext.chat/
https://www.mjsplitter.com/


15.RestorePhotos
- Restore old and blurry photos with AI

16.AI. Image Enlarger
- All-in-one AI toolkits help you enhance and upscale images.

17.Let's Enhance
- AI editor to enhance & upscale images without losing quality.

18.QuickTools by Picsart
- Access a wide range of tools in one place with Picsart Quicktools.

19.AI Picasso
- AI creates art from text; edit filled areas with prompts.

20.Topaz Photo AI
- An advanced image enhancement tool that leverages cutting-edge

technology to sharpen, remove noise, and increase the resolution of your

photos automatically.

21.Hama - Image Editing
- Erase objects from images quickly.

22.RocketAI
- Create/edit product images & generate design concepts from text

prompts.

23.StockImg AI
- AI-powered design service for logos, images, posters, book covers, and

more.

24.Stable Diffusion
- Deep learning text-to-image model

25.Lucidpic
- Generate quality stock photos of people that don't exist, in seconds.

26.Synthesys X
- Create your own versions of any image you find online

27.Scribble Diffusion
- Turn your sketch into a refined image using AI

28.Pebblely
- Create Instagram-worthy snapshots of any product with the click of a

button!

29.Bright Eye
- Multipurpose, all-in-one AI app to generate text, image, code, story,

poem, and to analyze image and text, and much more.
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https://www.restorephotos.io/
https://imglarger.com/
https://letsenhance.io/
https://tools.picsart.com/image
https://www.aipicasso.app/
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30.Flair AI
- AI Design Tool for creating branded product photos for ads/content.

31.Craiyon
- Generate images from any prompt

32.DallE-2
- Create realistic images from text, combining concepts and styles.

33.Getimg.ai
- AI-powered tools to create, modify, and expand images.

34.Stable Horde
- Crowdsourced cluster of Stable Diffusion workers.

35.Canva Text to Image
- AI-generated images from verbal descriptions.

36.Generated Photos
- Enhance your creative works with photos generated completely by AI.

Find model images through our sorted and tagged app, or integrate

images via API.

37.DeepFaceLab
- The dominant deepfake framework for face-swapping, addressing the

challenges faced in deepfake detection and generation methods.

38.Caspa AI
- Free AI-powered image creation and editing tool for unique visuals

39.ChilloutAI
- Use Midjourney API to create pictures in browser for free

40.Free Unlimited Chat Bot
- Unlimited free chatbot for image creation and answering questions.

41.Dezgo
- Free Text-to-Image Stable Diffusion AI Generator

42.Paint AI
- Drawing and creating AI images

43.Bing Image Creator
- Create images from words with AI

44.Adobe Firefly
- Generative AI made for creators.

45.Coloromo AI Art Generator
- Image to Art

46.Pagegenie
- Instantly convert your product idea into a Landing Page
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https://flair.ai/
https://www.craiyon.com/
https://openai.com/dall-e-2
http://getimg.ai/
https://stablehorde.net/
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https://generated.photos/
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https://www.coloromo.com/
https://pagegenie.ai/


47.MergeML
- Lightning Fast Image Generation

48.FreeImage.AI
- Create Stunning Images Using Stable Diffusion AI For Free.

49.PicFinder
- Infinite image generation powered by AI

50.BlueWillow
- AI tool on Discord that generates photos from user prompts, similar to

Midjourney.

51.Artssy
- Create perfect images instantly with Artssy AI.

52.Nijijourney
- Produce anime and illustrative styles

53.Stylized
- AI-powered product photos in seconds - no studio needed!

54.Stock AI
- Get perfect images, or create them instantly.

55. Enterpix
- AI-powered image search engine.

56.RocketAI
- Create/edit product images & generate design concepts from text

prompts.
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http://freeimage.ai
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